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The Four Es



SSAT

Teachers as professionals

If we accept the notion of modern professionalism 

and schools as learning organisations, then we 

accept that teachers can and should contribute a 

significant amount to ‘new knowledge creation’ 

through practitioner research. 
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‘In this way teachers are part of a ‘thinking, questioning and 

knowledge creating profession’ (Livingston and Shiach, 2009: 83) 

.



Building a High-Quality Teaching Profession
Lessons from around the world,  Andreas Schleicher, OECD 2011



The Four Es:

Engage

Enact

Embed

Extend





a) Evidence based (or evidence informed) research 

b) Translating research

c) Practitioner research

d) Impact research

e) Creating research

f) Political research 

What do we mean by research? 



a. A detailed set of observations of classroom practice?

b. Manipulation of IV to assess effect on DV?

c. Analysis of pre-existing student data?

d. Longitudinal study or iterative refinements?

It should include all of these.  The methods we use / style 
of research we undertake should match the Questions we 
ask

What do we mean by research? 
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Tom Welch (SSAT Researcher): “Reclaiming Action Research”
To be published on September 11th in TES

Appreciates the power of local context. 
“ I have worked in numerous schools where students from estate X and students from hinterland Y face very different barriers to
education and very different cultural norms in terms of where education fits in to their lives, but are all categorised as white, British 
FSM in the national amalgamated data.”

The people best placed to measure how and why something works, and 
those best able to generate new hypotheses, are practitioners themselves. 
Hypothesis generation should not be guesswork from people outside the profession, but come from within. 

Dissemination of research across the profession aided greatly if it is 
produced by the profession using the discourse of the profession.
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The Life Story of a Teacher… 

Chapter 1: Training
Chapter 2: Qualifying

Chapter 3: Implementing

Chapter 4: Extending
Chapter 5: Leading

Chapter 6: Transforming
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• Consuming knowledge

• Developing a professional identity 

• Establishing links

• Focused on short term and current context

• Discussion becoming more formative

• Knowledge digestion becoming more 
discerning

• Sense of longevity in thinking and discussion

• Instigating ideas and 
networks

• Sense of moral purpose 
moves beyond immediate 
context
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And the steps of the journey…

…depend on who you are
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Teachers

Leaders

Chapter 1: Training
Chapter 2: Qualifying

Chapter 3: Implementing

Chapter 4: Extending
Chapter 5: Leading

Chapter 6: Transforming

Excellent 
Teacher

Lead Practitioner
(& Chartered Teacher)

Middle Leader

Senior Leader / 
Head

Executive Head 
/ Alliance Lead
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When the people become World Class…

…the schools become world class

Teachers Students Leaders

Transforming
Leading
Extending
Developing

The World Class School

Research. Curriculum.  

Values.  
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The Journey of the School is underpinned

…by the journey of the individual
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…planning their route towards accreditation through Bay 
House research projects linked to our School Improvement 
Plan for Quality of Teaching. Our colleagues articulated how 
they would complete their action research around Halbert

and Kasers’ ‘Spiral of Inquiry’; with an emphasis on how they 
would ‘tell the story’ and ‘impact the practice of others.’

I have no doubt that it is this group of dynamic, innovative and 
enthusiastic teachers that will change the face of teaching and 

learning at Bay House. They are in the classrooms, they 
understand the challenges that teachers face and they are best 

placed to solve them.

http://www.bcpvpa.bc.ca/node/108




‘In previous times professional culture was very 
individual we need now to be collaborative, it is the 
power of the group that will eventually lead to system 
change teaching like a pro.’ They continue; ‘The best 
groups…are places where teachers constantly enquire 
into their learning and problems together’ 

(Fullan & Hargreaves, 2012)

How do we develop professional 
capital?





Towards a new member-led College 
of Teaching
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www.claimyourcollege.org.uk


